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Struggling with divorce and co-parenting this
September?
We're here to help.
As stress is at an all time
high due to financial and
health concerns. Social
isolation in an unhappy
marriage can seem
unbearable.
Edens Law Group is here to
help. Our lawyers are
working remotely to attend
to our clients needs. We
are here to help.

As we all know, September is back to school month. In
2020 it looks a whole lot different than ever before. In
many respects chaos reigns. Some schools are having
the younger children do remote learning. Other schools
flipped it so the younger ones are in person and the
older students are learning remotely. Some schools
bring the children in one or two days a week, with
remote learning the rest of the days. Some schools are
completely remote. Some opened and then
closed. Everyone is wearing masks.
Just like the adults of the world, each child is diverse and
has different needs. Where one child responds well to
remote learning and staying mostly or completely at
home, others are struggling with the lack of contact with
friends, their sports activities and just being out and
about everyday.
This is also an extremely trying time for parents also,
who are balancing work and having children at home. If
you are a divorced parent sharing custody,
disagreements regarding how to make a plan for this
can run rampant. Which parent can work remotely and
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which parent can’t? Of course, even if you are working
remotely, you are in fact working and cannot be
monitoring your child’s school work at the same
time. Should you hire a tutor to help the children with
their schoolwork and if so is one tutor shared between
two houses or two different tutors- one for each parent’s
home. Is it even safe in the time of Covid-19 to have a
tutor into your home?
At Edens Law Group we can help you work through all
these issues, and anything else that might arise. We are
open and available. Call us at 908 879 9499.

Don't Forget About Fall Fun!

Importantly, do not forget the wonders of
autumn. Fresh apples, apple cider and
donuts
are
at
most
farm
markets. Walking outside in the cooler
weather is a pleasure for the whole
family. Take the time to enjoy!

September 18th was Rosh Hashanah
and September 27 th Yom Kippur . Happy
New Year to all our Jewish friends and
acquaintances.
September 28th is both National Son’s
Day and National Good Neighbor’s Day,
both excellent reasons to celebrate.
The entire month of September also has
two very important meanings: It is
National Courtesy Month and National
Suicide Prevention Month. Both are
worthy of your time and consideration.

The ongoing pandemic has made this
back-to-school season even more
stressful for parents than usual. If you're
having trouble navigating how to coparent effectively during the back-toschool season, check out this article for
some helpful tips.
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